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Abstract— During initialization, discrete multitone re-
ceivers train a time domain equalizer (TEQ) to shorten the
channel impulse response to a preset length, ν + 1. Arslan,
Kiaei, and Evans report a Minimum Intersymbol Interfer-
ence (Min-ISI) method for TEQ design. Min-ISI TEQs give
the highest bit rates among single-FIR TEQs amenable to
real-time implementation on programmable fixed-point dig-
ital signal processors (DSPs). The Min-ISI method, how-
ever, has several disadvantages: (1) sensitivity to transmis-
sion delay, (2) inability to design TEQs longer than ν + 1
taps, and (3) sensitivity to the fixed-point computation in
the Cholesky decomposition. In this paper, we develop an
alternate Min-ISI cost function, from which we derive (1) a
fast search method for the optimal transmission delay, (2)
extensions to design arbitrary-length Min-ISI TEQs, and
(3) an iterative Min-ISI method. The iterative Min-ISI
method avoids Cholesky decomposition, designs arbitrary
length TEQs, and achieves the bit rate performance of the
original Min-ISI method.

I. Introduction

Discrete multitone (DMT) modulation is extensively
used in broadband wireline communication systems, such
as asymmetric digital subscriber line (ADSL) and very-high
speed DSL systems (VDSL). A reason for DMT’s popular-
ity is the tradeoff in implementation complexity vs. achiev-
able bit rates. A key implementation efficiency comes from
using the fast Fourier transform (FFT) for the multicarrier
modulation and demodulation.

An ADSL frame consists of a concatenation of a cyclic
prefix and a symbol of N samples, where the cyclic prefix
is a copy of the last ν samples of the symbol. The receiver
performs time-domain equalization and frequency-domain
equalization. Time-domain equalization makes the effec-
tive discretized channel impulse response be no longer than
ν + 1 samples. The channel shortening ideally converts a
linear convolution into a circular convolution.

The conventional DMT equalizer structure consists of
a cascade of a single-FIR time-domain equalizer (TEQ),
FFT, and single-tap frequency-domain equalizer (FEQ).
DMT TEQ design methods optimize different criteria to
compute the FIR coefficients based on training data. Min-
imum mean squared error (MMSE) design, which has its
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roots in [1], was revived in the early stages of ADSL re-
search [2], [3]. MMSE TEQ design minimizes the mean
square error between the output of the physical path con-
sisting of the channel and FIR filter and the output of a
virtual path consisting of a transmission delay ∆ and a tar-
get impulse response (TIR). An iterative implementation
of the MMSE TEQ design method [4] shipped in many of
the ADSL modems in the late 1990s. Drawbacks of the
MMSE TEQ method include sensitivity to the transmis-
sion delay parameter and nulling of subcarriers [5]. Bit
rate performance varies widely with TEQ length. At some
point, longer TEQs start killing subcarriers [6].

The maximum shortening SNR (MSSNR) [7] method at-
tempts to minimize intersymbol interference (ISI) in the
time domain. The MSSNR method maximizes the ratio of
the energy of the effective channel impulse response inside
a target window of ν +1 samples to that outside the target
window. Alternate objective functions include maximiz-
ing the ratio of the energy inside the target window to the
total energy [9], [16], and minimizing (maximizing) the en-
ergy outside (inside) the target window while holding the
energy inside (outside) the target window fixed. Finite-
length MSSNR TEQs are approximately symmetric [10].
A blind, adaptive MSSNR algorithm is reported in [11].
Drawbacks of the MSSNR TEQ method include sensitivity
to the transmission delay parameter and lack of control of
where the ISI resides in the frequency domain. Again, bit
rate performance varies widely with TEQ length. At some
point, longer TEQs start killing subcarriers [6].

The Minimum-ISI (Min-ISI) method generalizes the
MSSNR method by weighting the ISI in the frequency do-
main [12]. Frequency-weighted ISI is an approximation of
achievable bit rate. Min-ISI TEQs give the highest bit rates
among single-FIR TEQs amenable to real-time implemen-
tation on programmable fixed-point DSPs. Drawbacks in-
clude: (1) sensitivity to transmission delay, (2) inability to
design TEQs longer than ν + 1 taps, and (3) sensitivity
to the fixed-point computation in the Cholesky decompo-
sition. On fixed-point DSPs with 16-bit multipliers, e.g.
TI TMS320C6200 and Motorola 56300, the Cholesky de-
composition may become unstable for TEQs longer than
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15 taps.
At least three alternate equalizer structures have been

proposed. The dual-FIR TEQ [13] uses a standard single-
FIR TEQ design algorithm to achieve good performance
over the entire transmission bandwidth, and uses a second-
FIR TEQ design algorithm to achieve better performance
over a subset of subcarriers. A second alternate structure
is the per-tone equalizer [14]. The per-tone equalizer es-
sentially moves the single-FIR TEQ into the FEQ, which
makes the FEQ become a linear combiner for each sub-
carrier. For data transmission, the per tone equalizer re-
quires several times more memory but slightly lower com-
putational complexity than the conventional equalizer. For
training, however, the implementation complexity can in-
crease by up to a factor equal to the number of subcarriers,
N/2, over the conventional equalizer. A third alternate
structure is a filter bank TEQ, in which a different FIR
TEQ is designed for each tone. The FFT becomes a bank
of Goertzel filters [15]. As reported in [15], the filter bank
TEQ method has nine times the computational complexity
of the per-tone equalizer for ADSL data transmission.

In this paper, we reformulate the Min-ISI cost function
to enable it to be applied to the design of arbitrary length
TEQs. The new cost function yields a significant reduc-
tion in computational complexity in searching for the op-
timal transmission delay. To reduce the number of mul-
tiplications, we introduce quantized frequency-domain ISI
weighting functions. We derive an iterative version of the
Min-ISI method, based on the new cost function. The itera-
tive method does not require any Cholesky decompositions
and is well suited for fixed-point implementation.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of a DMT transceiver

II. Background

A. System Model

Fig. 1 depicts a block diagram of a DMT transceiver.
In the transmitter, the data sequence is partitioned into a
number of parallel streams. Each stream of data is modu-
lated via a particular subcarrier. The modulated subcarri-
ers are summed to obtain the transmit signal. The use of
the discrete Fourier transform (DFT)in DMT allows an ef-
ficient realization of the subcarrier modulators in a parallel

processing structure that benefits from the computational
efficiency of the FFT. A similar DFT-based structure is
used for efficient realization of the subcarrier demodulators
in the receiver part of the DMT modem. As mentioned in
Section I, ISI could ideally be removed by cyclically extend-
ing the output of the inverse FFT modulator so that the
input sequence looks periodic to the channel. The length
of the cyclic prefix should be at least equal to the duration
of the channel impulse response, Lh, minus one. However,
we note that the addition of the cyclic prefix reduces the
throughput of the channel as it carries redundant data. To
minimize this reduction of throughput, a TEQ is applied
to reduce the overall duration of the system (channel plus
equalizer) impulse response to a predefined length.

In explaining the function of the TEQ, let t indicate the
DMT symbol index and n = 0, 1, . . . , N + ν − 1 indicate
the samples within the given symbol plus the CP length ν.
The TEQ output is given as

zt(n) =
Lw−1∑
τ=0

w(τ)rt(n − τ) (1)

where w(τ) denotes the τth coefficient of the length Lw

TEQ and rt(·) is the received sequence.
Next, we remove the samples corresponding to the CP

of the TEQ output and transform the result to frequency
domain by means of a FFT. To recover the transmitted
data, a one-tap FEQ is applied for each tone of the FFT
output to undo the attenuation of the shortened channel.

B. Review of the Min-ISI Method

The Min-ISI method attempts to optimize an approxi-
mation of the achievable bit rate [12]. The Min-ISI method
decomposes the equalized channel output h(n)∗w(n)∗x(n)
into the desired part and ISI corrupted part by applying
on a window function.

g(n) =
{

1 if ∆ ≤ n ≤ ∆ + ν
0 elsewhere (2)

where ∆ is the transmission delay. The TEQ output be-
comes

y(n) = h(n) ∗ w(n) ∗ x(n) + w(n) ∗ ν(n)
= hsignal(n) ∗ x(n) + hISI(n) ∗ x(n)

+w(n) ∗ ν(n) (3)

Define

w = [w(0) w(1) . . . w(Lw − 1)]T

G = diag[g(0) g(1) . . . g(N − 1)]T

D = I − G

H =




h(0) h(−1) . . . h(−(Lw − 1))
h(1) h(0) . . . h(−(Lw − 2))

...
...

. . .
...

h(N − 1) h(N − 2) . . . h(N − Lw)




qi = [1 ej2πi/N . . . ej2πi(N−1)/N ]T (4)
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The Min-ISI cost function can be written as [12]

J(w) =
wT HT DT

∑
i

(
qi

Sx,i

Sn,i
qH

i

)
DHw

wT HT GT GHw

=
wT Xw
wT Yw

(5)

where Sx,i and Sn,i are the transmitted signal power and
channel noise power for ith tone, respectively.

III. Min-ISI for arbitrary length TEQ

One can convert the Min-ISI TEQ design problem to a
constrained minimization problem by setting wT Yw = 1:

min
w

(
wT Xw

)
subject to wT Yw = 1 (6)

The solution is obtained by solving the generalized eigen-
vector problem

Xw = λ̃Yw (7)

where λ̃ is the smallest generalized eigenvalue of the matrix
pencil (X,Y).

When Lw > ν + 1, a case mostly happens in upstream
transmission, GH is rank deficient and Y will not be in-
vertible. We cannot apply the method in [7] to solve the
problem. Thus, the original formulation of Min-ISI is not
suitable for design of arbitrary length TEQs.

Instead, we follow the approach in [16], which solves

Yw = λXw (8)

where λ = 1/λ̃ is the largest eigenvalue of the matrix pen-
cil (Y,X). It is observed that in practice X is always in-
vertible for all channels longer than the CP. However, the
dependence between X and the windowing function G in-
troduces additional computation.

The original formulation minimizes the ratio of a
weighted sum of the ISI power over the sum of the desired
signal power within a target window. The target window
starts from a given delay ∆ and ends at ∆+ν. To find the
optimum ∆, we would need to search over all possible ∆
values. For each delay, we use the general eigen-approach
to find the TEQ that minimizes the cost function. Since Y
is a function of ∆, we need as many number of Cholesky
decompositions as the number of searched ∆ values. The
alternative approach in (8) faces the same problem since X
is also a function of delay ∆.

However, we reformulate the Min-ISI cost function not
only to make it suitable for arbitrary length TEQ design,
but also to avoid need for multiple Cholesky decomposi-
tions. In a similar fashion to recently proposed delay spread
equalizers [8], [9], we change the definition of matrix Y in
(5) from HT GT GH to HT H. With this change, we aim
to minimize the ratio of the weighted sum of ISI power
over the total signal power instead of the windowed signal
power. Mathematically we reach the same optimum as the
original one but with fewer computations when searching
for optimal delay. The new Y is a positive definite ma-
trix [6] and a Cholesky decomposition Y = LLT can be

performed. The modified min-ISI has a cost function as

J(w) =
wT Xw

wT LLT w
(9)

We notice L here does not depend on ∆, so only one
Cholesky decomposition is needed for the modified Min-
ISI method. Once L is available, it can be used for any
delays. Also we noticed Y is always invertible, this new
formulation can be applied to the design of TEQ with any
number of taps.

The formulation of Y takes more computation than the
original one, but it is negligible if compared to the reduc-
tions of multiple Cholesky decompositions when searching
for the optimum delay.

A rough analysis of computation complexity is as fol-
lows. All possible transmission delays range from 0 to
N − ν, which is 481 in an ADSL system. For a non-
Toeplitz Lw × Lw matrix Y, the Cholesky decomposi-
tion can be computed in (Lw)3/3 floating operations [17].
Thus, for a 17-tap TEQ, the savings in computations is
786080 − 16320 = 769760 operations, where the second
item to be subtracted is the additional operations for cal-
culation of the new Y.

IV. Quantized ISI Frequency Weighting

In the original Min-ISI cost function in (5), the weighting∑
i

(
qi

Sx,i

Sn,i
qH

i

)
pushes the ISI power into the subchannels

with lower SNR. The MSSNR method, however, treats ISI
in low and high SNR subchannels equally. Hence, Min-ISI
outperforms MSSNR in terms of achievable bit rate.

In the Min-ISI method, we need multiplication oper-
ations to implement the weighting function. To reduce
computational complexity, we quantize the SNR weighting.
First, we threshold the SNR calculation to compute “on-
off” weighting. We compare the Sx,i

Sn,i
to a preset threshold

Ti, and set the weighting to 1 if the condition is true and 0
otherwise. That is, an “off” weighting of 0 means that the
noise power is too strong in that subcarrier, and we do not
care whether or not ISI is minimized there. In the case of
the G.DMT ADSL standard, a meaningful threshold is the
subcarrier SNR value that results in a two-bit allocation.

When the transmission has a flat spectrum, as in the case
of transmission of the training sequences in the G.DMT
ADSL standard, the comparison would reduce to a simple
subtraction operation, Sn,i −Sn,preset. For the on-off case,
the preset value Sn,preset may be calculated offline by

Sn,preset =
Sx

3 × 10(Γgap/10)
(10)

where Sx is the common value of signal power for all sub-
carriers and Γgap is SNR gap for achieving Shannon channel
capacity.

This digitized “on-off” weighting drops the subcarriers
which cannot carry at least 2 bits and saves multiplica-
tion operations. Thus the implementation complexity is
reduced. We notice that MSSNR is a special case of this on-
off weighting which turns on all of the subcarriers. Min-ISI
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with quantized weights treats all of the subcarriers above
the threshold equally, so somehow the ability to empha-
size on the subcarriers with highest SNR is limited when
compared to the original Min-ISI. But it works well in
the case of downstream Frequency Division Multiplexing
(FDM) ADSL, in which 40 or so subcarriers with the high-
est SNR are reserved for upstream data transmission. Also,
we observe this on-off weighting method works well when
severe crosstalk, which has irregular noise power spectral
density, is present. Sometimes on-off Min-ISI has better
performance than both the MSSNR and Min-ISI.

The on-off weighting can be extended to multiple levels
if we use multiple thresholds and assign different weighting
values. For G.DMT ADSL, each subcarrier can support
0–15 bits. (There is provision to support one bit on a sub-
carrier, although this provision is rarely implemented.) We
can put four thresholds and assign weighting values as 0,
1, 21, 22. Quantization to 4 levels can be performed with
two comparisons. The weighting can be implemented as
shifting, which is still a computational savings over multi-
plication.

V. Proposed Iterative Min-ISI algorithm

Considering all the refinements mentioned in previous
sections, we propose an iterative algorithm here that can
be easily applied once the channel estimates and the fre-
quency weighting functions are available. Hereafter we de-
note the weighting function for subcarrier i as αi. In the
original Min-ISI, αi = Sxi

Sni
, which can be estimated from

Reverb (a periodic sequence, which therefore does not need
a TEQ) transmitted in the early stage of receiver initial-
ization. Reasonable digitization could be performed in the
proposed algorithm.

The cost function can be written as

J(wk) = wT
k HT DT

∑
i

(
qiαiqH

i

)
DHwk

= wT
k Xwk (11)

where X only differs from the definition in (5) in the
weights αi.

The performance surface is quadratic and the method of
steepest descent is readily implemented. The gradient ∇k

is obtained by

∇k =
∂J

∂w

∣∣∣∣
w=wk

=
(∂(wT

k Xwk)
∂wk

= (X + XT )wk (12)

The iterative update of TEQ is

wk+1 = wk + µ(−∇k) (13)

where µ is the step size which regulates the speed and sta-
bility of adaptation. The constraint wT Yw should also be
included, which can be implemented by renormalizing w
after each iteration. Fig. 2 presents the full algorithm.

1. Obtain the weighting values αi = Sxi

Sni
.

2. Pre-compute Lw × Lw Hermitian matrix
X = HT DT

∑
i

(
qiαiqH

i

)
DH and X̂ = X +

XT , where H, D, and qi are defined in (4).
3. Start with non-zero initial guess w0

4. ∇k = X̂wk

5. ŵk+1 = wk + µ(−∇k)
6. wk+1 = ŵk+1√

ŵT
k+1Yŵk+1

Fig. 2. Proposed iterative Min-ISI TEQ design method

VI. Simulations

To evaluate the performance of the proposed iterative
min-ISI design method and also to compare it with the
original min-ISI method and other major algorithms, we
present the results of a number of TEQs which we have de-
signed for 8 typical CSA loops that can be obtained from
[18]. The DMT setup that we consider is the downstream
of an FDM ADSL transceiver. Accordingly, the IFFT and
FFT lengths are 512 and a cyclic prefix length of 32 is
assumed. The signal power spectral density at the trans-
mitter output is set equal to −40 dBm/Hz. Channel noise
is modeled as an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
with −140 dBm/Hz power density.
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Fig. 3. Achievable bit rate vs. TEQ length for CSA loops 2 and
5. Coding gain is 5 dB, margin is 6 dB, input power is −40
dBm/Hz, AWGN power −140 dBm/Hz, NEXT noise is from 24
HDSL disturbers. Equalizer is trained by the Min-ISI and Itera-
tive Min-ISI, with SNR weighting and on-off weighting.

Table 1 presents a summary of the results that we ob-
tained for a 5-tap TEQ design using MMSE, MSSNR, the
original Min-ISI, proposed iterative Min-ISI. For the iter-
ative method, weighting function αi = Sxi

Sni
is chosen. The

initial guess is w0 = [1 0(Lw−1)×1]T , the step size is set
to 10−7, and the number of iterations is 30. The optimum
delay ∆ is obtained by searching from 5 to 40.
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TABLE I

Achievable bit rate (in Mbps) for 8 CSA loops using

FDM-ADSL transmission for four TEQ design methods

compared against the matched filter bound (MFB). TEQ

length is 5 taps, coding gain is 5 dB, margin is 6 dB, input

power is -40 dBm/Hz, and AWGN power is −140 dBm/Hz.

achievable percentage of MFB bit rate bit rate
loop MMSE MSSNR Min-ISI Iter. MFB

1 43% 96% 98% 97% 9.801
2 33% 95% 98% 98% 11.001
3 41% 96% 99% 98% 9.407
4 38% 97% 98% 97% 9.427
5 34% 97% 98% 98% 9.963
6 43% 97% 98% 98% 9.132
7 33% 98% 99% 99% 8.975
8 29% 98% 99% 99% 7.957

Bit allocation on different subcarriers is calculated by

bi = log2

(
1 +

SNRi

Γsim

)
(14)

where i varies over all data carrying subcarriers, SNRi is
the SNR at the ith subcarrier, and

Γsim (in dB) = Γgap+system margin−coding gain (15)

where Γgap = 9.8 dB corresponds to 10−7 bit error rate,
system margin is 6 dB, and coding gain is 5 dB. The total
number of bits per DMT symbol is

∑
i bi.

The results suggest that the iterative Min-ISI method
eventually achieves the same bit rates as the original Min-
ISI method in an FDM-ADSL system. Both methods
perform closer to the Matched Filter Bound (MFB). For
the original Min-ISI method, the gap from the MFB is
narrower for FDM-ADSL than the echo-cancelled ADSL
results in [12]. The MSSNR method shows similar im-
provement. MMSE performance, however, is lower than
its performance for echo-cancelled ADSL. That is because
MMSE puts more emphasis on subchannels with highest
SNR, which are not used in FDM-ADSL downstream.

We also test the proposed iterative method with on-off
weighting when severe crosstalk is present. Channel noise
is modeled as near-end-cross-talk (NEXT) from 24 high
speed DSL (HDSL) disturbers plus additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) with −140 dBm/Hz power density. Fig. 3
shows the bit rate performance for CSA loop 2 and 5 vs.
TEQ length. The results of original and iterative Min-
ISI methods with non-quantized weighting functions are
also provided for comparison. All the three Min-ISI meth-
ods perform quite close to the MFB when severe crosstalk
is present. There is no noticeable difference between it-
erative implementation with on-off weighting and original
weighting. All the three Min-ISI methods have “flat” bit
rate performance vs. various TEQ length. It confirms that
we can effectively shorten a downstream channel with very
short TEQs using Min-ISI methods.

VII. Conclusions

This paper derives a new cost function that measures
ISI at the FFT output. We use the new cost function to
design Min-ISI TEQs longer than the cyclic prefix length.
We also use the new cost function to reduce the number
of Cholesky decompositions when searching for the opti-
mal transmission delay to one. We introduce quantized ISI
frequency weightings to reduce computational complexity.

Based on the new cost function, we derive an iterative
Min-ISI method. The iterative Min-ISI method avoids
Cholesky decomposition entirely, designs arbitrary length
TEQs, and achieves the bit rate performance of the orig-
inal Min-ISI method. The iterative Min-ISI method is
amenable to implementation on fixed-point programmable
digital signal processors.
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